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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET
MORE ON JEFF SESSIONS AND THE TRUMP CABINET
I’ve though a lot about the breaking in of Attorney General Jeff Sessions’ office by a group of about 20 pot smokers.
If there was a roadmap built for what not to do, what would hurt the cannabis industry more, this group of tokers wrote
that script. Their actions were beyond stupid.
Imagine that your office is in your home. You went out to lunch. You have a secretary and a woman cleaning your
home that morning.
All of a sudden 20 people barge into your home, offer your secretary and cleaning woman a joint, fill your office with pot
smoke and leave. You would be stunned. I’m sure Jeff Sessions was stunned and repulsed as well. Anyone would be.
The Trump Administration is filled with a number of hard line punitive generals and other choices. The generals look to
me like a potentially dictatorial lot. I would think that these people share Donald Trump’s hard line views of laying the
wood to a number of important decisions in various facets of government.
Trump certainly had in depth pot conversations with Sessions. There is no way that Trump does not know Sessions’
anti marijuana views. Trump has to share these views by the very fact that he appointed Sessions.
Whatever Trump’s public statements are about marijuana, his actions speak louder than words. He can political speak
to leave pot decisions to the states. He has to win votes and favor from states if he wants to try to stay in for 8 years.
It appears to me that the Trump Administration is an anti marijuana collective. It spells hardline from the DEA for at
least the next 4 years, and possibly 8 years if Trump is in office for two terms.
Nobody knows the affect of a hostile DEA on the marijuana industry. It cannot be good for the industry.

